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Rainier Fruit
improving
certification
The US fruit producer has begun the
process of certifying with the Equitable Food Initiative
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Fruit, said the company had been working

business.
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“This training is very hands-on and tailored

toward formally certifying its largest farm

certification
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formalise the relationship.

The EFI certification programme includes

“We have always been a company focused

as the facilities work toward certification,”
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Lane said.
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commitment to excellence, and the EFI

safety.

programme offers a level of shared values

to different learning styles, so the team has
the opportunity to understand their roles
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and integrity our customers have come to
The leading US fruit producer grows

“This adds more tools in our toolbox to aid
in the ongoing collaboration between
employees and management.”

expect from Rainier,” Zirkle said.

organic and conventional apples, organic
cherries and organic blueberries at the farm

Courtney Lane, human resources manager

and once the programme is completed

of Rainier’s Zirkle Warehouse Operation,
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http://www.fruitnet.com/americafruit/article/1474/parts-of-san-diego-quarantined-as-psyllid-count-mounts
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